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Abstract

The nodal line formalism is proposed to investigate the kinetics of a gas-pressurized bubble ensemble in a material

supersaturated with vacancies, self-interstitials and gas atoms. The critical nuclei parameters were obtained using the

general form of the growth rates and `hard sphere' equation of state for description of gas in bubbles. The detailed

investigation of the relative arrangement of critical points of the nodal lines and the possible kinetic modes of evolution

of gas-pressurized bubbles into voids that are primarily an agglomeration of vacancies is carried out. Comparison of the

presented results with that obtained with the Mansur±Coghlan formalism is carried out. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science B.V.

All rights reserved.

PACS: 61.80.Az; 05.40.+j; 05.70.Fh

1. Introduction

Being irradiated with fast particles, a material is su-

persaturated with vacancies, self-interstitials and (often)

gas atoms (either transmutation-produced or ion-

injected). Because the general description of the decay

kinetics of this supersaturated three-component solid

solution is too complicated, approaches aimed to solve

the problem for particular applications are used.

One of the relevant application-important cases is the

formation of gas bubbles in structural materials sub-

jected to neutron or a-particle irradiation. Transforma-

tion of gas bubbles into voids results in radiation

swelling and high-temperature radiation embrittlement

of the materials.

A generally acknowledged analytical description of

evolution of helium bubbles in metals is proposed in [1].

It is based on the assumption that the reverse current of

gas atoms from a bubble to the bulk is absent due to

high Gibbs free energy of dissolution of helium in met-

als, so gas atoms can only be absorbed by bubble nuclei.

It is also assumed that helium atoms occupy the sub-

stitution sites and represent a slow-moving impurity

[2±7] that results in accommodation of a proportional

number of vacancies in the bubble nuclei to the helium

amount there [1].

In order to clear up the role of gas in the process of

cavity nucleation and evolution, a number of investiga-

tions have been carried out [8±11]. It has been found

that analytical solution for the problem of evaluation of

`critical' bubble radius, where facilitated growth of gas

bubbles due to vacancy absorption is followed by slow

gas-driven stage of bubble evolution is possible, pro-

vided either ideal or Van der Waals gas equation of state

is used. Usage of the ideal [1] or Van der Waals [1,11]

gas law can lead to conclusions that diverge from the

experimental results, especially at high supersaturations

with gas and low temperatures. Because high packing

densities in the gas bubbles realizes [14], the appropriate

equation of state should be used.

In the present paper, the nodal lines/critical points

formalism [12,13] is proposed to investigate general ki-

netics of the ensemble of gas bubbles. In addition to con-

sideration [1], the nodal lines approach self-consistently
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takes into account both gas atoms and vacancies current

to the bubble. For the ®rst time, the nodal lines ap-

proach was applied for investigation of the kinetics of

gas bubble ensemble in [12]. However, usage of the ideal

gas equation of state as well as a model form of the

probabilities of absorption and desorption of gas atoms

and point defects [12,13] can lead to the ambiguous

conclusions regarding the evolution of gas bubble en-

semble.

In the proposed approach, the state of gas in a

bubble is described in terms of hard sphere model

[10,15,16], which is valid for both low and high gas/

liquid densities in a bubble. The most common form of

the probabilities of absorption and desorption of gas

atoms, vacancies and self-interstitials is applied for cal-

culation of gas bubble growth rate. Based on the de-

veloped approach, we separate two di�erent kinetic

modes of the evolution of gas bubbles into voids. We

also establish the cases when the nucleation kinetics have

to be taken into account to describe the evolution of gas

bubble ensemble. Reduction of the present approach to

that used by [1] is investigated. The relations between the

critical sizes of the bubbles introduced in [1] and the

critical points of the nodal lines are discussed.

2. The nodal lines formalism

In the proposed approach, a spherical gas bubble of

radius R is characterized by internal contents of gas

atoms (x) and vacancies (v) constituting the bubble.

Stochastic processes of absorption and desorption of gas

atoms and point defects at the bubble surface change its

volume V, (V� 4pR3=3), according to

V � xxx� xn; �1�

where xx is an increase in the bubble volume due to

absorption of gas atoms dissolved in the matrix and x is

the atomic volume.

Three components of the supersaturated solid solu-

tion, namely vacancies (v), self-interstitial atoms (i) and

gas atoms (x), are involved in the evolution of gas

bubble ensemble. However, it is clear that the process of

vacancy absorption (desorption) as well as self-intersti-

tial atom desorption (absorption) results in the same

change in the bubble volume. So, three-dimensional

problem of decay of supersaturated solid solution can be

reduced to a quasi two-dimensional one where the re-

sulting vacancy ¯ux (denoted by n) for the bubble comes

from the di�erence between the actual vacancy current

and the current of self-interstitial atoms in the bulk of

material.

The nodal lines Ax�x; n�� 0 and An�x; n�� 0, where

Az�x; n� are the growth rates of a bubble via gas atoms

(z� x) and vacancies (z� n) divide the phase space (x; n)

into regions with deterministic processes of bubble

evolution (see e.g., Fig. 1). General form of the rates

Az�x; n� can be obtained in the following form [16]:

Ax � dx
dt
� 4pR

x
DxSx cx1

� ÿ Ceq;x�R; x; n�
�
; �2�

An � dn
dt
� 4pR

x
DvSv ceff

v

� ÿ Ceq;v�R; x; n�
�
; �3�

where Dz are the di�usion coe�cients of the appropriate

component (z � x; v; i) of solid solution, Sz takes into

account both possible elastic interaction of point defect

or gas atom with the stress ®eld of the bubble, and mi-

croscopical peculiarities of interaction of z-component

with the surface of gas bubble (will be discussed else-

where [17]), cz1 is the concentration of gas atoms (z� x),

vacancies (z� v) or self-interstitial atoms (z� i), far from

the bubble. Reduction of the three-dimensional problem

(z � x; v; i) of gas bubble ensemble kinetics to the quasi

two-dimensional one (z � x; n) compels us to use the

e�ective vacancy concentration ceff
v instead of the actual

one (cv1),

Fig. 1. The nodal lines: (a) nc < nm, and (b) nc > nm.
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ceff
v � 1

�
ÿ Dici1

Dvcv1

Si

Sv

�
cv1: �4�

It is clear that the absence of self-interstitials results in

equality of the mentioned vacancy concentrations:

ceff
v � cv1. Increase in self-interstitials concentration ci1

as well as their di�usivity Di leads to divergence of the

e�ective vacancy concentration from the actual one.

Provided the di�erence in square brackets in Eq. (4) is

equal to zero, the formation of gas bubbles will be

suppressed in spite of the fact that the actual supersat-

uration with vacancies is present.

In Eq. (3), Ceq;y�R; x; n� is the equilibrium concen-

tration of gas atoms and vacancies at the bubble surface

Ceq;y�R; x;n� � C0
eq;y exp

�
ÿ �oFb=oz� � �oFs=oz�� �

T

�
: �5�

Here C0
eq;y � exp�ÿWy=T � is the equilibrium concentra-

tion of gas atoms (y� x) and vacancies (y� v) at the

plain surface. It is assumed that the equilibrium con-

centrations of self-interstitials near the plain surface is

equal to zero �C0
eq;i � 0�. T is the temperature stated in

energy units, Wy , is the Gibbs free energy of dissolution

of gas atoms and vacancies; Fb�R; x; n� and Fs�R; x; n� are

the free energy of gas atoms in the bubble and the free

energy of the formed surface respectively.

In order to evaluate values of Fb�R; x; n� and

Fs�R; x; n�, we introduce the equation of state for the gas

in the bubble

pV
xT
� 1� 2g� 3g2

�1ÿ g�2 : �6�

Eq. (6) corresponds to the hard sphere model [15,18]. It

has been found [18] that this equation of state accurately

describes gas behavior at relevant conditions. In Eq. (6),

p is the gas pressure in the bubble; g � x0x=V is the

packing density of gas atoms in the bubble, x0 � pd3
0=6,

where d0 is the diameter of gas atom. Taking into ac-

count Eq. (6), the free energy of the monatomic gas is

obtained in the following form [16]:

Fb�T ; g; x� � xT
6g

1ÿ g

"
� ln g�1

�
ÿ g�2

�
ÿ ln ex0

mT

2p�h2

� �3=2
 !#

; �7�

where m is the mass of the gas atom, �h is the Plank

constant. The free energy of the bubble surface is equal

to

Fs � 4pR2c � 4p�3=4p�2=3 c�xxx� xn�2=3

� 4p�3=4p�2=3 c�xx0=g�2=3
; �8�

where c is the speci®c free energy of the bubble surface.

The e�ective vacancy concentration (4) can be either

positive or negative. The negative ceff
v values correspond

to the case of the formation of clusters of self-intersti-

tials and gas atoms and is not discussed here. In the

cases when the e�ective vacancy concentration ceff
v is

larger than the equilibrium one (ceff
v P Ceq;v), the nodal

lines Ax�x; n�� 0 and An�x; n�� 0 divide the phase space

(x; n) into four regions (see Fig. 1, Eqs. (2)±(8)). In the

®rst region, bubbles absorb gas atoms and emit vacan-

cies and/or absorb self-interstitials (`emit vacancies' im-

plies that either vacancies are emitted or self-interstitial

atoms are absorbed. Reverse `absorb vacancies' implies

that either vacancies are absorbed or self-interstitial at-

oms are emitted). In the second region, both vacancies

and gas atoms are emitted, i.e., the bubble is dissolved.

In the third region, the bubble absorbs vacancies and

emits gas atoms. The fourth region is the growth region

where both vacancies and gas atoms are absorbed. The

intersection point �xc; nc�, where both Ax and An are

equal to zero corresponds to the critical nuclei.

Peculiarities of the phase-space partitioning by the

nodal lines, and therefore, features of gas bubble en-

semble kinetics correlate with the relative arrangement

of the `critical points' of these lines, namely the critical

nuclei �xc; nc� and the maximum �xm; nm� of the nodal

line An�x; n�� 0. Below, we investigate the dependence of

the locations of the `critical' points of the nodal lines on

the parameters of the problem.

3. The `critical' points of the nodal lines

3.1. The critical nuclei

Parameters of the critical nuclei [19] �xc; nc� are ob-

tained from the equation set

Ax�xc; nc� � 0;

An�xc; nc� � 0:
�9�

This results in the following gas amount xc in the critical

nuclei [16]

x1=3
c � 2�4p=3�1=3cxg1=3

c

x1=3
0 T ln ceff

v
C0

eq;v

� �
� pcx

h i : �10�

Here pc � T �gc=x0��1� 2gc � 3g2
c�=�1ÿ gc�2 is the gas

pressure in the critical nuclei. The packing density gc of

gas atoms in the critical nuclei is evaluated from the

following equation [16]:

v�gc� �
 
ÿ xx

x
ln

ceff
v

C0
eq;v

!
� ln

cx1
C0

eq;x

 !

� ln ex0

mT

2p�h2

� �3=2
" #

; �11�
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where

v�g� � 6g
1ÿ g

� ln g�1
�

ÿ g�2
�
� 1� 2g� 3g2

�1ÿ g�2 : �12�

One can see that the packing density in the critical nuclei

depends on the supersaturation with gas atoms

ln�cx1=C0
eq;x� and the e�ective supersaturation with va-

cancies ln�ceff
v =C0

eq;v� and does not depend on the surface

energy c.

The number of vacancies in the critical nuclei is equal

to

nc � xcx0

xgc

1
�
ÿ xxgc

x

�
: �13�

It is clear from Fig. 2 and Eq. (11) that high vacancy

supersaturation and low gas atom concentration

�cx1 ! 0) lead to negative values of v�gc� which corre-

sponds to small packing densities in the critical bubble

(gc ! 0; pc ! 0). Otherwise, for typical vacancy super-

saturation and gas atom concentration [14], high pack-

ing density (gc � 0.3±0.45) arises in the critical bubble

(liquid state).

Dependences (10)±(13) of gas amount xc, packing

density gc and number of vacancies nc in the critical

bubble on the e�ective supersaturation with vacancies

and the supersaturation with gas atoms are shown in

Figs. 3±5, respectively.

3.2. The maximum of the nodal line An�x; n�� 0

Analysis of Eqs. (3) and (4) results in the following

expressions for the maximum �xm; nm� of the nodal line

An�x; n�� 0:

x1=3
m � 8p

9

3

4p

� �2=3 cx2=3
0

T

� 1ÿ gm� �3
1� 5gm � 9g2

m ÿ 3g3
m

ÿ �
g2=3

m

; �14�

and

nm � xmx0

xgm

1
�
ÿ xxgm

x

�
: �15�

The packing density gm in the point �xm; nm� is calculated

from the equation

ln
ceff

v

C0
eq;v

ÿ 2x
x0

gm

1� 7gm � 13g2
m ÿ 3g3

m

1ÿ gm� �3
 !

� 0: �16�
Fig. 2. Function v�gc�.

Fig. 3. Dependence of the gas amount xc in the critical gas

nuclei on the supersaturation with gas atoms and the e�ective

supersaturation with vacancies.

Fig. 4. Dependence of the packing density gc in critical gas

nuclei on the supersaturation with gas atoms and the e�ective

supersaturation with vacancies.
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It depends on the e�ective supersaturation with vacan-

cies and does not depend on the surface energy. Func-

tion u�g�

u�g� � 2x
x0

g
1� 7g� 13g2 ÿ 3g3

�1ÿ g�3
 !

�17�

is shown in Fig. 6.

It will be shown below that the physical meaning of

the maximum of the nodal line An�x; n� � 0 is equivalent

to the critical bubble in the framework of the approach

[1].

3.3. Scaling of the nodal lines with the free speci®c surface

energy c

Both packing densities gc and gm depend on the su-

persaturation with gas atoms and the e�ective super-

saturation with vacancies but do not depend on c (see

Eqs. (11), (12) and (16)). Moreover, according to (10),

(13), (14) and (15), the parameters of the `critical' points

�xm; nm� as well as �xc; nc� are proportional to c3 and the

following relation is satis®ed:

xm

xc

� �1=3

� x0

3x
1ÿ gm� �3

g1=3
m 1� 5gm � 9g2

m ÿ 3g3
m

ÿ �
� ln ceff

v =C0
eq;v

� �h
� pcx

T

i
: �18�

It means that the relative arrangement of the `critical'

points of the nodal lines depends only on the e�ective

supersaturation with vacancies and the supersaturation

with gas atoms and does not depend on the free surface

energy c.

An example of scaling of nodal lines Ax�x; n�� 0,

An�x; n�� 0 with free surface energy c is shown in Fig. 7.

4. Relative arrangement of the `critical' points

Dependence of xc and xm as functions of the e�ective

supersaturation with vacancies are shown in Fig. 8. One

can see that the value xc is either less or nearly equal to

the maximum xm of the nodal line An�x; n�� 0 for any

supersaturation with gas atoms and the e�ective vacancy

supersaturations, i.e. the expression xm P xc is always

true (see also Fig. 1).

Dependence of the vacancy amount nc in the critical

bubble as well as nm (see Eq. (15)) on the supersaturation

with gas impurity ln�cx=C0
eq;x� and the e�ective super-

saturation with vacancies ln�ceff
v =C0

eq;v� are shown in

Fig. 9. The number of vacancies nc can be either higher

or lesser than the maximum nm (see also Fig. 1). The case

nm P nc corresponds to partitioning of dimension space

shown in Fig. 1(a). The opposite case nm6 nc is de-

scribed by the nodal lines shown in Fig. 1(b). On varying

the e�ective supersaturation with vacancies and the

Fig. 5. Dependence of the vacancy amount nc in the critical gas

bubble on the supersaturation with gas atoms and the e�ective

supersaturation with vacancies.

Fig. 6. Function u�gm�.

Fig. 7. Scaling of the nodal lines and the `critical' points with

the speci®c free surface energy c.
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supersaturation with gas atoms, either the former or

latter case is realized. The case corresponding to nm6 nc

(Fig. 1 (b)) can occur, provided the e�ective supersatu-

ration with vacancies ln�ceff
v =C0

eq;v� is higher than the

parameter h,

ln ceff
v =C0

eq;v

� �
P h: �19�

The value h is evaluated from

h � x
x0

4g2
s �1ÿ 2gs�
�1ÿ gs�3

; �20�

where gs is the root of the following equation:

v�gs�ÿ
xx

x0

4g2
s �1ÿ 2gs�
�1ÿ gs�3

� ln ex0

mT

2p�h2

� �3=2
" #

� 0: �21�

For helium in metals, the typical value of h is h � 4 .

Dependence of the packing density gc in the critical

bubble �xc; nc� and the packing density gm in the maxi-

mum �xm; nm� of the nodal line An�x; n�� 0 on the ef-

fective vacancy supersaturation are shown in Fig. 10.

The packing density in the critical bubble is reduced

with an increase of the e�ective vacancy supersaturation

ln�ceff
v =C0

eq;v� for all possible supersaturations with gas

atoms, whereas the value gm is increased with growth of

the e�ective vacancy supersaturation. The case gm P gc

corresponds to nm6 nc. It is shown in Fig. 1(b). The

opposite case gm6 gc (nm P nc) is described by the nodal

lines shown in Fig. 1(a).

Hence, the analysis to be carried out displays that at

relatively low e�ective supersaturations with vacancies

�ln�ceff
v =C0

eq;v�6 h�, the critical bubble �xc; nc� lies on the

left to the maximum �xm; nm� of the nodal line

An�x; n�� 0. In this case, particular values of the critical

nuclei parameters xc, nc are de®ned by the speci®ed su-

persaturation with gas atoms ln�cx=C0
eq;x� and for rea-

sonable supersaturations, they are in the order of 102±

103. The critical nuclei �xc; nc� reduces with an increase

of the e�ective supersaturations with vacancies and the

supersaturation with gas atoms. It should be noted that

the nodal line con®guration shown in Fig. 1(a) arises

also if the e�ective supersaturations with vacancies is

high �ln�ceff
v =C0

eq;v�P h�, and the supersaturation with

gas atoms is comparatively large too.

At relatively high e�ective supersaturations with va-

cancies �ln�ceff
v =C0

eq;v�P h�, critical bubble �xc; nc� falls to

the right of the maximum �xm; nm� (nm P nc) of the nodal

line An�x; n� � 0 (see Fig. 11). Further increase in the

e�ective supersaturation with vacancies results in re-

duction of the critical bubble parameters �xc; nc� to

values less than unit, i.e., spontaneous nucleation

occurs.

Fig. 8. Dependence of the gas amount xc in the critical gas

bubble and the gas amount xm in the maximum of the nodal line

An�x; n�� 0 on the e�ective supersaturation with vacancies.

Fig. 9. Dependence of the vacancy amount nc in the critical gas

bubble and the vacancy amount nm in the maximum of the

nodal line An�x; n�� 0 on the e�ective supersaturation with

vacancies.

Fig. 10. Dependence of the packing density gc in the critical gas

bubble and the packing density gm in the maximum of the nodal

line An�x; n�� 0 on the e�ective supersaturation with vacancies.
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The curve corresponding to �ln�ceff
v =C0

eq;v�� h� rep-

resents the case when the critical nuclei coincides with

the maximum �xm; nm� of the nodal line An�x; n�� 0 in

the limit ln�cx=C0
eq;x� ! 0.

5. Modes of gas bubble ensemble kinetics

When nm > nc, and the amount of gas atoms is less

than xm, there are two limiting cases of deterministic

motion of gas bubbles which fall into the growth region.

The particular way of the evolution of gas bubble en-

semble depends on the relation between the growth rates

Ax�x; n� and An�x; n�
Ax

An
� DxSx

DvSv
� cx1 ÿ Ceq;x�R; x; n�

ceff
v ÿ Ceq;v�R; x; n� : �22�

One can see that if the following relation

Dx

Dv
� Sv

Sx
� ceff

v ÿ Ceq;v�R; x; n�
cx1 ÿ Ceq;x�R; x; n� )

Ax

An
� 1 �23�

is ful®lled, the supercritical gas bubbles move along the

nodal line Ax�x; n�� 0 in the phase space. In this case, the

appearance of small growing gas bubbles with high level

of packing density g is possible. A number of relevant

experimental investigations have been carried out (see

e.g., [14,20]).

A signi®cant number of experimental investigations

have dealt with radiation swelling and analyses of void

evolution in structural materials subjected to irradiation.

So, let us discuss the limiting case opposite to (23), when

the relation

Dx

Dv
� Sv

Sx

ceff
v ÿ Ceq;v�R; x; n�

cx1 ÿ Ceq;x�R; x; n� )
Ax

An
� 1 �24�

is ful®lled. In this case, the supercritical gas bubbles have

to move along the nodal line An�x; n�� 0 in the phase

space. Deterministic growth of the bubble is governed by

accumulation of `slow' gas until its amount reaches the

value xm. Provided the point �xm; nm� is achieved, the gas

bubble starts to absorb mainly vacancies because of high

absorption rate of vacancies in comparison with that of

gas atoms (according to Eq. (24)) and the bubble turns

into a void.

In order to demonstrate the correlation between the

nodal line formalism in the case nm > nc and the model

[1] used to describe the change of bubble-growth

mechanism from gas-driven to a vacancy-driven one, let

us investigate the vacancy growth rate at invariable gas

amount in the bubble. It is clear (see Fig. 12) that when

the gas amount x in the bubble is less than xm, the

equation

An�x; n�jx�const � 0 �25�

has two roots n1 and n2, where the vacancy growth rate

An turns to zero. Values n1 and n2 tend towards each

other with increase of gas amount x in the bubble and

coincide at the point �xm; nm� of maximum of the nodal

line An�x; n� � 0 (see Fig. 12). According to Eq. (24),

after overcoming the maximum �xm; nm� of the nodal line

An�x; n�� 0, the bubbles start to absorb vacancies mainly

and turn into voids.

The approach proposed in [1] leads to the same

formal results. On the one hand, the bubble with xm gas

Fig. 11. The nodal lines con®guration at di�erent supersatu-

rations with vacancies and gas atoms.

Fig. 12. Correlation between the nodal lines/critical points

approach and Mansur±Coghlan formalism [1].
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atoms and nm vacancies and the `critical bubble' in the

consideration [1] have the equivalent physical meaning.

However, on the other hand, based on the present in-

vestigations, one can make additional conclusions con-

cerning the peculiarities of the phenomenon and the

physical meaning of the variables used. For example,

though the formal solution of the Eq. (25) leads to two

di�erent values n1 and n2, only the lower one has

physical meaning because the larger one is unattainable.

Indeed, it cannot be reached due to deterministic mo-

tion in the phase space because all the bubbles which

overcome the maximum �xm; nm� of the nodal line

An�x; n�� 0, start to grow through accumulation of va-

cancies. The bubble with large number of vacancies

cannot nucleate via ¯uctuation because of too high

`energetic' barrier. So, only the part of the nodal line

An�x; n�� 0 between the critical nuclei �xc; nc� and the

maximum �xm; nm� has a physical meaning. Current two-

dimensional consideration unambiguously demonstrates

that gas bubble growth at the gas-driven stage has de-

terministic nature.

It should be noted that this mode of bubble kinetics is

possible only at low e�ective vacancy supersaturation

�ln�ceff
v =C0

eq;v�6 h� when the critical nuclei is large and

the nucleation kinetics of the bubbles has to be taken

into account to describe the evolution of the gas bubble

ensemble.

Let us now discuss growth kinetics corresponding to

the case shown in Fig. 1(b), where the relation nm < nc is

satis®ed. It was found earlier that this case can occur

provided the e�ective supersaturation with vacancies is

high �ln�ceff
v =C0

eq;v�P h� and the supersaturation with gas

atoms is comparatively low. For condition (24), there is

no gas-driven stage in this case and the bubble nuclei

which overcome the critical point �xc; nc� start to grow

through vacancy absorption. The maximum �xm; nm� of

the nodal line An�x; n�� 0 does not have independent

physical meaning. This case of gas bubble growth

kinetics cannot be described within the approach

suggested in [1].

6. Summary

Evolution of the gas bubble ensemble in a material

supersaturated with vacancies, self-interstitials and gas

atoms is investigated within the approach of nodal

lines/critical points. Using the hard sphere equation of

state for gas in the bubble, the analytical dependences

of the gas amount xc and the number of vacancies nc

in the critical nuclei �xc; nc� as well as the gas amount

xm and the number of vacancies nm in the maximum of

the nodal line An�x; n�� 0 on the problem parameters

are obtained. It is established that the packing density

gc in the critical bubble depends on the supersatura-

tion with gas atoms ln�cx=C0
eq;x� and the e�ective

supersaturation with vacancies ln�ceff
v =C0

eq;v� and does

not depend on the speci®c free energy c of the formed

surface.

It is found that the evolution of the gas bubble

ensemble into voids can occur through two di�erent

kinetic modes. Particular kinetic mode is governed by

the relation between the number of vacancies nc in the

critical nuclei �xc; nc� and the number of vacancies nm in

the maximum of the nodal line An�x; n� � 0. It is es-

tablished that the mode corresponding to nm < nc can

arise provided the e�ective vacancy supersaturation is

high �ln�ceff
v =C0

eq;v�P h� and the supersaturation with

gas atoms is comparatively low. We also can separate

out the cases when the nucleation kinetics has to be

taken into account to describe the evolution of gas

bubble ensemble. Possibilities of the reduction of the

presented approach to that used in [1] are investigated.

The relations between the critical sizes of gas bubbles

introduced in [1] and the critical points of the nodal

lines.
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